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Supporting Cast
Most vintage airplane restorations take a village to complete. There is no “village” in Cross, SC. The only
things that were sent out to be overhauled by specialty shops were the instruments, propeller, and engine accessories. Limelight Custom Signs did the hand lettered artwork. Aircraft certified shops were used for cylinder plating,
cadmium plating, magnetic inspection of engine parts, and the pieces requiring heat treating. NOS parts were used
when available. Everything else happened down in the swamp.

I certainly could not have done this without the support of Wifus Maximus, Eileen. To say our life has rotated
around this project would be a gross understatement.
John Barker shared his files and 54,321 things I didn’t even know I didn’t know. Drawings, movies, and photos from his Wright powered D-4000 restoration were critical.
Harman Dickerson told John all the stuff that was passed on to me, then shared a few thousand more kernels of knowledge with me...plus all the Wright overhaul parts, and a some unobtainium Travel Air parts.

Phil Wyels, a Travel Air specific DER, provided approved data for the many changes.
Susan Dusenbury did all of my inspections, blessed all of my documents, and repeatedly
told me how good an airplane the Speed Wing Travel Air is. She should know; she flew one from
California to Cleveland in Louise Thaden’s airplane.
Al Kimball, a vintage DAR, came to issue the long gone and much worried about Airworthiness Certificate.

Many friends appeared with needed stuff, ideas, or a hand. Some of them are: Bob Coolbaugh, Lynn Dawson,
Steve Roth, Anita and Todd Givens, Ted Davis, Forrest Lovley, Dave Carpenter, Joe Santana, Rob Lock, Kurt von Graff,
and Buddy Wehman.
The aircraft history and photos would not have happened without the active support of Dean Bank’s son,
Dean, and Grandson Mike Bowman. I received a major gold mine of history and artifacts from Floyd Bastian’s
granddaughter, Beverly, and additional background from Floyd’s son, Bill.
Thank You!!

The Travel Air Manufacturing Company was formed by three of the most well
known names in general aviation: Beech, Cessna, and Stearman! The first commercial aircraft manufacturer in Wichita was the E.M. Laird Company. They built the
Laird Swallow. Both Walter Beech and Lloyd Stearman worked there until they had
a major lockup with the Laird manager, Jake Moellendick. Beech and Stearman
wanted to convert the Swallow to a steel tubing fuselage; Moellendick wouldn’t hear of it. In 1924, the boys walked.
Walter Beech brought $5000 and Lloyd Stearman provided the design of a steel tubing fuselage biplane, to become the Travel
Air Model A. They presented their plan to a local barnstormer, Clyde Cessna. He joined up bringing an additional $5,000. Additional
investment capital was raised. Travel Air was off and running to become the largest commercial aircraft manufacturer of the late
twenties. By 1929, they were building 25% of the nation’s general aviation aircraft. Cessna and Stearman subsequently left to start
their own businesses. Travel Air’s first aircraft with a radial engine was the 1926 Model BW (Model B/Wright). In all, they built approximately 1300 biplanes. Travel Air was bought out by Curtiss-Wright in 1930. Walter Beech soon left, only to reappear a few
years later with a company in his name manufacturing the Model 17 Staggerwing...in the original Travel Air factory.
Production Travel Air biplanes were the Model 2000 with the OX-5, the 3000 with a Hispano-Suiza, the 4000 series were
powered with Warner, Kinner, Wright, and a couple of odd radial engines. As they all used a common fuselage and tail group, there
was a lot of mixing of configurations and models. (ex: an OX-5 powered Model 2000 converted to a Wright Speed Wing D-4-D)
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The Model Progression of NC6479

This 1933 photo shows the airplane in its original configuration. It is a Model W-4000 with elephant ear
wings and powered by a 110 HP Warner radial. This would be the minimum engine to fly an airplane of this
size and weight. In 1934, the engine was replaced with a Wright J-6-5 engine of 175 HP. The model thereby changed to an E-4000. When I restored the airplane, I converted it to a Wright J-6-7 of 235 HP and replaced the missing wings with owner fabricated “Speed Wings.” This changed the configuration to that of
the Model D-4-D. Present day bureaucrats no longer allow a change in model designation as had been
standard practice for decades.

Pilots - Owners No. 1
Francis Howard “Dean” Banks, Jr., Pasadena, CA
Dean was born in Pasadena in 1907. Unfortunately, both of his parents died by the time he
was 15. He was taken in by his Aunt and Uncle, Thaddeus Lowe, II and his wife Florence May…
parents of Florence Lowe “Pancho” Barnes of Pasadena, CA. As soon as he could access a trust
fund set up for him, he cut a path to Wichita with airline pilot George Brill to purchase NC 6479 for
$6,075. Dean is credited with getting
his cousin, Pancho, started on her
path to aviation fame.
The airplane was flown throughout
southern California for a year. This
flying time included lessons for his
first wife, Betty. 1928 movies provided by the Banks and Bowman families
document these activities.
Dean flew the airplane over Sierra
Nevada to Santa Clarita one day and
had to wait until the next to return. High density altitude prevented the marginally powered Travel
Air from getting back across. He immediately asked his mechanic to install a bigger engine. The
mechanic was an OX-5 man who claimed the airplane had
plenty of power, thereby refusing his request. Dean immediately sold the airplane. He next purchased three large
Travel Air 6000 monoplanes. He sold these airplanes in
1933...just when prohibition ended...He never owned another airplane.
In 2017, Mike (Dean’s Grandson) and Anne Bowman
visited the project!

Pilots ….No. 1a
Pancho Barnes, Pasadena, CA
In late 2019, Eileen and I visited Edwards Air Force Base where I provided us with selfguided tour of the remains of Pancho’s Happy Bottom Riding Club. A trip to the base history office and a conversation with Lou D’Elia, owner of her estate, yielded a copy of Pancho’s first logbook. She flew 6479 on several occasions in 1929. It was also interesting hearing stories from
Dean Bank’s son about trips to the HBRC, and being around their large circle of well known
friends.

Pilots - Owners No. 2
Floyd Taylor Bastian, 1896-1986 , Pittsburg, CA. (Note: For personal reasons, the airplane was actually registered to his wife, Ida).

In 1928, Floyd started flying lessons in an Alexander Eaglerock. He soloed in an OXX-6 Jenny and got additional time in an OX-5 Travel Air. It is unclear
when he received his license. In November 1930, he purchased 6479 and flew
it from Mines Field to Bakersfield.
After receiving his Transport License in 1932, he did
everything you could do with an open biplane in the thirties, to
include air taxi service, instruction, barnstorming (a penny a
pound), sightseeing tours and charter work. Cross country
destinations from Southern California and back included Salt
Lake City, Wichita, Chicago and New York City. In 1933, Floyd
and a partner flew to the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair and
back...with only two forced landings! The California bear was painted on the airplane prior to this trip. Floyd had
always been an amateur photographer, so each of these trips is well documented.
Ownership of the airplane was transferred to his mechanic, William (Al)
Braye in August 1936. This was apparently also for business purposes, as
Floyd flew 6479 regularly for the next few years. In November 1940, he
delivered it after its sale to Floyd H. (Slats) Rodgers. This is the last recorded flight for
6479. Floyd
Bastian likely
stopped flying
due to the ban
on civilian aviation in 1941.

Pilots - Owners No. 3 & the Restorer!
James B. (Jim) Wilson) b. 1949

Cross, SC

Jim is from Sussex, NJ and has exclusively thought about aviation since age 7. He hung around Sussex Airport as a teenager, and learned to fly in a J-3 Cub at Trinca Airport, Andover, NJ.
After attending Newark College of Engineering in downtown hell, he went on active duty in the USAF as an aircraft maintenance officer. He retired with 26
years active and Air Force Reserve time.
He had a 35 year career with Uniroyal/Gates Rubber Co. as an engineer. His
wife, Eileen, started as a Navy Nurse and retired as an Air Force Reserve Aeromedical Evacuation nurse. All of this happily paid for their real life. He has restored a Clipwing Cub that he has owned since age 19. He restored several antique airplanes and done major work on many more. In 1989, he started construction of his private airfield, Crosswinds-Wilson (SC37). This is where the
Travel Air presently resides along with the Cub, a WACO YKS-6, a
Fairchild KR-21 biplane, and assorted swamp critters.

Fuselage Construction
The fuselage structure is 4130 (the steel alloy) thin wall steel tubing with oxygen-acetylene welded joints. A
structural truss is created by using tensioned hard wire cross bracing. The fuselage is given some “shape” with the
addition of glued Sitka Spruce and Mahogany plywood “secondary structure.”
The earliest flying machines predominantly used long wooden members (longerons), wooden uprights/cross
pieces, and crossed wires to make a structure that would hold the parts of the airplane together and take the loads
of the airplane in flight. A innovation by Fokker aircraft during WWI was the replacement of these wooden members
with welded steel tubing. The structure was still wire braced on all axes. In a few places in the Travel Air fuselage,
the wire bracing was replaced by “diagonal” bracing tubes. This latter method was quickly adopted as the standard
construction for steel tubing aircraft structures by all manufacturers. The Travel Air fuselage construction, however,
was the transition between old and new techniques. All Travel Air biplanes used the same basic fuselage design.

Wing Construction
This airplane was originally equipped with the standard “elephant ear” wings. This name derived from the
large aileron counterbalance surfaces on the wingtips, a feature copied from the WWI Fokker D-VII. The airplane
now has shorter, thinner wings called “Speed Wings.” The single top aileron is 65% of the span and all wire terminals are below the fabric surface. It has a Navy N-9 airfoil, subsequently used on the Beechcraft Staggerwing.
There are two lengthwise laminated Sitka Spruce spars with spruce and mahogany plywood built up ribs. The
leading and trailing edges are made from .020” aluminum. The wing tip is spruce laminated in the desired shape.
Hard wire bracing is used to counteract the drag forces in the wing.
The assembly of fuselage, top wing center section, and four wing panels is a wire braced truss with steel tubing “N” and cabane struts. It is all held together with rolled stainless steel “landing” and “flying” wires.
A push–pull tube through the lower wing panels operates the top wing ailerons.
All surfaces of the airplane are covered with Dacron cloth, heat shrunk to tauten, and coated with 11 coats of
a vinyl based material. These coatings seal the fabric weave, give UV protection, and provide the finish color.
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Radials are generally low speed, high torque (propellers operate very effectively at low speeds) engines. They have a very
high horsepower to weight ratio and are easy to cool. On the
downside, they can present a lot of drag and the high displacement is not very fuel efficient.
The best part...they look good and the sound is addictive!

The Restoration
As this airplane transitioned from a flying airplane in 1940 through numerous owners it sacrificed pieces to other projects along
the way. The first big hit came in 1940 when the wings were cannibalized for another airplane. A huge part of this project was the
research needed to restore or duplicate the missing. The previous owner had decided to restore the airplane as a D-4-D...one of the
reasons the project appealed to me. Getting approval for the multiple changes to the configuration was no small feat. It included
tons of research in old records and the use of an FAA Designated Engineering and Airworthiness Representative (DER), to get
“official” approval for work that all had been done in the 1920s by Travel Air.
In 1940, the airplane lost its Airworthiness Certificate (AW) and it’s original “N” number. The AW was regained as described
above. Regaining the original number was only possible when the entire civil air fleet was reregistered in 2010. The owner of an
airplane that had been re-issued N6479 never resurfaced.
Copies of the wing drawings were unreadable. Missing dimensions were obtained from John Barker who went to the FAA office
that had the drawings. He sat on the floor with them until he filled in the blanks. I
subsequently recreated working drawings
in a computed aided design format. The
forgoing narrative gobbled years of work.
The rest is in photos. First off:
Fuselage restoration

The Artwork

The Artwork

